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STRATIFICATION OF LOCAL MODULI 
SPACES OF HIRZEBRUCH MANIFOLDS 
In this note we deal with the extension probleln for holomorphic vector 
fields rising an elementary method based on Cech cohomology groups. 
As an application, we study the structure of local lnoduli spaces of Hirze- 
bruch manifolds. 
Section 1 contains preliminary considerations on the extension problen~ 
for hololnorphic vector fields in fiber manifolds, and in Section 2 we deduce 
explicit formulae for lower obstructions to extending a given vector field. 
In Section 3 we make some remarks on "discrete" fiber manifolds. We 
apply these theories, in Section 4, to the investigation of complete families 
of Hirzebr~~ch manifolds, especially to the determination of the general 
fibers of these families. By the same method we can also determine the 
general fibers of the complete families of ruled surfaces constructed in [ I l l .  
$1. Exterlsiorr pi.oblenz for ~~ec to , - f i e l d s  bnsecl on Cech coliort~ology groups 
In this section, we make preliminary considerations on the extension 
problem for holomorphic vector fields. The method is similar to that in 
[5], where the extension probleln for hololnorphic mappings is treated. 
Let V denote a compact complex manifold of complex dimension n. We 
colisider a deformation Y'-% M of V ,  i.e., Jr and M are connected 
complex manifolds, (73 is a proper holomorphic mapping whose Jacobian 
is everywhere of maximal rank and, for some point OEM, Vo = 6- ' (0 )  
is isomorphic to V. Moreover let O denote the sheaf over V of germs of 
holomorphic vector fields. Then we have the infinitesimal deformation 
map p :  T,(M) + H1(V ,  O) (see [dl), where T O ( M )  denotes the complex 
tangent space of M at 0. Given a vector field y E H O ( V , O ) ,  we shall be 
concerned with the problem of determining the directions of the parameter 
space M to which q is extendible. Hence we begin by treating one-parameter 
families. Moreover we consider only "small" deformations of V. Thus 
we assume M = D = { ~ E c ]  It1 < l )  is a disk. 
The fiber manifold "P" is covered by a finite number of coordinate neigh- 
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2 borhoods &?/j with local coordinates ( z i ,  f )  = ( z : ,  z j ,  ..., sg, t ) ,  such that 
& ( z j ,  tj  = t and $I/')/, = [ ( z j , t ) l  max,l z y l c  1 ,  1 tl < 1 ) .  Points ( Z ~ , ~ ) E $ ? L ~  
and (z,, t )  E &?L, are identified if arid only if 
where f,,(z,, t )  is a vector-valued hololnorphic fitnction of (z,, t )  defined 
on n u?/,. Let T, denote the hololnorphic tangent bundle of = (7 , - ' ( f ) .  
Then the vector bu~idle T, is defined by the I-cocycle {T , , ( z , , f ) ] ,  where 
Tj,(z,,t) is the n x 11 matrix: 
The sheaf O ,  is given by 0, = OVt(T,), where C,, denotes the str~tcture 
sheaf of V , .  We write O ,  = 0. 
Cotlve11tioi7. For a function f ( t )  of t ,  we denote f ' (0) sitnply by f. 
The extension probleln for a given vector field it E HO(V,O) consists in 
finding q, E HO( l / , ,  0 , )  which depends holomorpliically on t  . To say this 
precisely, represent q by a system [r~,(:,)) of vector-valued holomorpfiic 
functions rlJ(zJ) on U ,  = ?IJ n V satlsfying IT,(:,) = TJ,(zh)~l,(zL), is said 
to be exterzrliblc. or stable in the fiber manifold ./" 3 D if there exists a 
vector-valued holomorpliic function q,(z , , t )  on each / / / j  such that 
q,(zj,O) = q,(zi) and that 
(1 > il/(fi,(:L,t)>~) = T,L(:,3t)flL(:k3 t )  
whenever (z,,t) E ? / , n  q//, and 1 t l  is sufficiently small. Let 
be the power series expansion of q, (zJ ,  t )  and pirt 
Then (1) is eqi~ivalellt to the system of coligntences 
where E denotes the identity mod. t"". Obviously il:(zj, t )  = 
= q , ( d  satisfy ( I ) ,  . Suppose that t1:-'(.-,, t) satisfyilig (I ) , , - ,  are already 
determined. We define a vector-valued holomorphic fitnction 17JhIIf(:~)  
defined on each U j  n U ,  by the congruetlce 
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Lemma 1. We have 
where z j  = , f j r (zk) .  
Proof. From the identity T.,,(z,,t) = T j ( z J ,  t)Tik(zkt f )  , we have 
Using T,k(z,,t)~f-'(zh, 1 )  i l : f7 '(zJ, t)  - r jk l l1(z~) tp ,  we get 
/ I  
Hence we obtain 
Consequently we have 
Now let CP(2X, O )  denote the group of p-cochains of 21 with values in 
0, where91=(Uj), U j =  '/)/,n V. Moreover let 6" Cp(2€, 0)  + cP"(l-I, 0 )  
be the coboundary homomorphism and let ZP(U, O )  = kerSP be the sub- 
g f o ~ ~ p  of CP(l-I,O) consisting of y-cocycles. Since !l is a Stein covering 
of V, we have an is01norphi.m HP(V, O )  L HP(U,  O )  =ZP(l I ,  O)/SCP-'(U,@). 
The above lemma states that 
s to z l ( U ,  @).Assume the existence of $(z j ,  t )  = $- ' (z j ,  t )  + ~ ~ , , ~ ( z ~ ) t "  
ng (l),,; then we have T;.klll(zh) 7 TJh(zkrt)~hllc(zh)- V ,  l k ( f J h ( ~ ~ ,  t)). Con- 
tly we get 
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where z j  = fi,(z,). The identity (2) shows that the 1-cocycle T, falls off 
into a coboundary : Ti, = 65,, , where ti, is the 0-cochain given by 
Conversely, if Ti, falls oft'into a coboundary, then there exist qy(zj, t )  satis- 
fying the congruence (I),, . We call T,, the / I - t h  obstrlrction to extending 1 1 .  
By definition, we have 
hence the first obstruction r1 is determined uniquely by q. Thus, if the 
first obstruction does not vanish (i.e., does not fall off into a coboundary) 
then q is never extendible. But any 0-cocycle (i.e., holomorphic vector field) 
t may be added to <,,-, , and the higher obstructions have ambiguity to 
s o n ~ e  xtent. Thus, even if an obstruction I', does not vanish, by different 
choice of <il- ,  (or of i l J l lL -  ,(z,)), a modified obstruction Ti may vanish. 
Finally, we note a special case of Theorem 2.3 in [3]: 
Lemma 2. Let E denote the subspace of HO((V, O) consisting of all the 
extendible elements. Then we have an isomorphism: HO(V;,O,) E, 
for t # 0 .  
In this section, we deduce explicit forms of the first and second obstruc 
tions. 
The usual Poissoli bracket for vector fields induces a bilinear 
[ , ] : CP(U, 0 )  x Cf'(LI, 0 )  -+ cp+" (LI,a), which is defined by [a,B], ,..., i 
- 
- [u ip, Pip ,..., i p + q ] ,  for C A E  CP(U, O) and B E  CTU, O) .  We have 
a[%, PI = ~ 6 % ~  PI + (- L I ~ C C ~ ,  6/31. 
Hence we obtain a biIinear map HP(V, O) x Hq((V, O) 4 Hpf  '(v, O ) ,  whic 
is also denoted by [ , 1 .  We have the following formulae: 
for 4 E HP( V, O), $ E Hff(V, 0 )  and 7 E Hr(V, O) . 
Now we calculate the lower obstructions to extending a vector field 
Put ~ ; ~ ( z ~ ,  t) = 17;- l(xh(zh, t), t) - Tjk(zL, t)$-'(zk, t). Then, by definitio 
rjkrp(zk)t% X;~(Z~, t ) .  Let 
/[ 
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and set 
The11 0 = l o jh )  is a 1-cocycle representing the image of the tangent vector 
dldt  at O E D  by the infinitesimal deformation map p :  T,(D) + H1(V,  O )  
Conuention. To avoid complication, we shall omit the symbol of sum- 
mation, suffixes indicating the order of coordinates and arguments of func- 
allj afj, 
tions if there is 110 fear of confusion. Th~ls  -- -- stands for the vector az j  at 
Proposition 1 .  The first obstruction T ,  to extending a hololnorphic 
vector field 11 is given by 
(3) r, = [Io, Yl . 
Proof. We have 
- ail, a/l j, 
- q P j h  - q Ylh 
a 
Hence we get T j h l  = [ O ,  q] Q.E.D. 
(12 j
Next we assume that T ,  falls o f  into a coboundary: 
roposition 2, The second obstruction T ,  to extending q is given by 
r, = [u f E ,  111 513 - [41,01, 
re a and E are 1-cochains defined, respectively, by 
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a 
c j ~  = y J k - ,  Y ~ L ( z ~ )  =a~ f = O  
and 
a P l h  a 
' j h  = Phj-- -' azh a ~ ,  
Proof. We have 
- -- - 
- -  
all :  
at a z j  at  at 
Hence we get 
at2 
Consequently, we obtain 
rln 
On the other hand, using (4), we have 
From this we get 
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= [a ,  ~ ] j k  + 2[0, 5 1 1 j k  f ['I [ O ,  ~ 1 1  j k j  + ['* ~ 1 J k  ' 
Taking account of the identity 
[o, V ] l j k j  = lo, 6 t 1 1 j L j  
= [ o J k >  (t,Ijl - C0jk> <tl 
= - [ t l , O ] ~ h - [ o ,  t l l j k r  
we obtain the formula (9, Q.E.D. 
Remark. We may add to t ,  any holomorphic vector field 5 .  Hence 
the ambiguity of the second obstruction is [ 0 , t ]  - [t ,  01 = 2[0 ,5] .  
$3. Obstructions and jurnping oj  complex structures 
In this section, we examine relations between the obstructions to ex- 
tending some vector field and jumping of complex structures, which are 
stated in parallel with Griffiths [3] .  We also make some remarks on jurnping 
of complex structures. 
- 
Let V 5 D be a one-parameter family with coordinate transformations 
Z j  = L k ( z k ,  t )  . We put ljjk(zk, t )  = [ a J k ( z k ,  t ) ] / a t ,  Tk ( zk ,  t)= [ a f J ~ ( z k ,  t)l/azk, 
eJk = /jjk(z,) a/azj and O = {OJk}-  as bef0re.A I-cocycle a=  {aj,) E Z1(U,  0 )  
is said to be extendible in V fi: D ifthere exists o(t)  E Z1(U,, 0 , )  for each 
t E D ,  which depends holomorphically on t , where U, denotes the open 
covering {qlj n 5)  of 5. More precisely, o is extendible if we can find 
holomorphic functions yJ,(zk, t )  on q/j A %, with cjk = Y ~ ~ ( z ~ ) ~ / ~ z ~  and 
~ i k ( ~ k ,  f)= Y , ~ ( z ~ ,  t )  +TiJ ( z j ,  t)yJ,(zk, t ) .  We put {yjk(zkr t )  aiazj)  = 4 t h  An 
extension a(t) of a is said to be a jump extension if there exists a vector- 
valued function ej(z j , t )  on each q/j which is holomorphic in z j  and mero- 
morphic in t with the pole only at t = 0 ,  such that 
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The identity (6) shows that the 1-cycle a(t) falls off into a coboundary for 
t # 0. a is said to be a jump cocycle if there exists a jump extension a({) 
of a. Lemmas 1.3-1.8, hence Theorem 1.1 in [3], are also valid in our case, 
which can be proved in an elementary way by considering the Laurent ex. 
pansion of c,(zj, t) in t .  Let us quote one of them: 
Lemma 3. An element o of Z1(U,O) is a jump cocycle if and only i f  
a is an obstruction to extending some q~ HO(V, 0 ) .  
Now we consider the case in which O(t) = {Ojk(t)), where Ojh(t) 
= pjk(zk, t) i?/azj itself is a jump extension of 0. Then p, :  q(D) + H1(V,, O,) 
is a zero map for t # 0. Moreover, dim H1(v ,  O,) is - independent oft for 
t # 0 ([3] Theorem 2.3). Hence the family V - Vo 5 D -  (0) is locally 
trivial ( [4]  Theorems 6.2 and 18.2). Let YV 5 M denote a complex analytic 
family of complex structures. We say that the complex structure jumps 
at a point OEM if W, = n-I(s)  is isomorphic to a fixed complex manifold 
W, for s near 0 and Wo is not - isomorphic to W,. Thus the complex struc- 
ture in the above family Y" % D  jjumps at 0. 
- 
Proposition. For any (local) one-parameter family Yr D in which 
the complex structure jumps at 0, we have a fiber preserving isomorphism 
V - Vo 7 Vl x ( D  - (0)).  
- 
Proof. By a theorem of Fischer-Grauert [I], Y - V, % D - {O) is 
locally trivial, hence a fiber bundle with fiber a compact complex manifold 
V, and structure group Aut(Vl), which is a complex Lie group. NOW 
VS D ,  a fortiori Y *  - Vo ~ , - t  D  - (0) is topologically trivial. Since D  - {Oj 
is a Stein manifold, by Oka's principle we see that V - Vo -t D - (0) is 
also analytically trivial (see Grauert [ Z ] ) .  
Remark. If the dimension of the parameter space is greater than one, 
the above proposition is never valid in view of Hartog's continuation 
theorem. 
- 
Finally, we examine a special case in detail: Let 3-  "-t D be a one- 
parameter family of deformations of V. Assume that p :  T,(D) 7 H1(V,@) 
is an isomorphism. Let z j  = fiL(zk, t) be coordinate transformations, and put 
pjk(~k, t )  = afjk(zk9 t, a!k(zk, 0 a ,, ? k ( ~ ~ , t ) =  , O,, = p (Z )- and 8 = {OIL) 
azk Jk  azJ 
as before. We consider the case in which there exists a vector field 
q E HO(V, O) such that 
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where - denotes a cohon~ological relation. The vector field q generates 
a I-parameter group (4,) of automorphisms 4, of V. From the complete- 
ness of the fanlily VP + D (see [j]), we see that there exists an automorphism 
@I, of '3" which extends 4,. Hence we have a holomorphic vector field 
t 7 ( ~ ,  1) 011 Yr which extends the given q .  We write 
where $(z j ,  t )  and t J ( z j ,  t )  are holomorphic functions on qLj with the ini- 
tial conditions i l j (z j ,O)  = 1lJ(zj)  and tJ(z, ,O) = 0. Taking into account the 
colnpatibility condition in the intersection V?/, n 4Lk, we have 
The eq~iation ( 9 )  shows that <,(zj,t) = t h ( z r ,  f )  = 4(t) depends only on t ,  
slnce each fiber V, is compact, and (8) is reduced to 
Let <( t )  = C,,21 - (,,tl' and t lJ(z,,t) = C p z 0  r~,~, , (z~) t "  be the power series 
expansions. Differentiating (10) with respect to f ,  and putting t = 0, we 
obtain 
In view of the assulnption (7) ,  we have (1 - c , ) O  - 0 .  Hence we get 5 ,  = 1. 
From (lo), we have 
where h(t) is a holomorpl~ic function of t ,  The identity (11) implies that 
O(t) = Pjk(zk, t )  a jump extension of 0, and hence the fiber mani- 
a,, 
fold YL"- Vo -+ D - { O )  is trivial. Moreover, take an arbitrary holomorphic 
funct~on g( t )  of t ;  i t  is easily seen that there exists a vector field 11' on 9" 
of the form 
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where q;(zj,t) = tg(t) qj(zj, t). It  is because of the ambiguity of g(t) 1 + t l z ( t )  
that the complex manifold Vof this type does not admit a (locally) urziversal 
family (cf. [8] and [12]). An example of this type of family is given in 
$4, to . 
04. Coinplete families of Hirzebrucli manifolds 
Let C,, denote the Hirzebruch manifold of degree 1 7 2 .  Recall that Z,,, 
and its complete family are constructed as follows (cf. [6] p. 86, [7'] pp. 
44-49, and [9] p. 41 Example 2): 
Take two copies U ,  and U ,  of C with coordinates z1 and -7,) respectively. 
Let P1 be a projective Iine with an inhomogeneous coordinate [. Then 
C, is described as C,,, = U, x P1  u U, x PL, where (z,, (,) E U ,  x p1 
and (z,,[,)E U2 x P1 are identified if and only if 
Next, we define surfaces S, parametrized by t = (t,, -.., t,,,-,) E C"'-' as fol- 
lows: S t =  U, x P 1  U U ,  x P 1 ,  where ( z , , i , ) ~ U ,  x P 1  and (z,,[,)EU, 
x P1 are identified if and only if 
lfl - 1 
Then .Y = U t G c n , -  t St forms a complex analytic family. I t  is not difficult 
to show that p: T,(C"'-') 5 H1(So, O) is an isomorphism, Thus the 
family Y +c"'-' is complete and effectively parametrized at 0 = (0, ..., 0) 
c m -  I 
. We have So  = C,,l, Moreover by a s~litable change of coordinates 
of P 1 ,  it is shown that S(, ,..., , ,,,, , ,...,, )=C ,,,-,, , where we let C,, = C-,, 
if r2 < 0 (see [6]). AS for the relation between 9" and maximal families for 
certain rational singularities, see [IO]. 
Now our objective is to determine S, for any t E c'"'. We begin by 
recalling the dimensions of the cohoinology groups of C,, with coefficients 
in the sheaf O of germs of hoIomorphic vector fields; 
112 = 0 , dim HO(C,,, O)  = 
i m = 0 ,  dim H1(C,,,,O) = 
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Since Co and C, are rigid, we assume that 111 2 2 from now on. As any 
deformation of a Hirzebruch manifold is also a Hirzebruch manifold, if 
can find dimHO(S,, O,) ,  S, is determined. For this purpose we apply 
tile extension problem for vector fields. We choose a basis (ql ,  r12, . .., v , + ~ )  
of H0(G,,,,@) as follows: 
The cohoinology classes p(( l /dt,) ,  v = 1,2;..,111 - 1 , form a basis of 
(3 [fl(L,,,, O ) ,  and 0'"' = {o:;'), o?' = z ; ~  is a I -cocycle representing the 
cohon~ology class p(d/dt,.).  The first obstruction to extending q, to the 
dl&,  direction is given as follow$: 
1 [o!% 041 = O K ,  
a a 
o O 5  , = 2 -- = z , o 5 1 5 m . 
ai 1 ac2  
TO investigate the extension problem for any vector field q = x,",+?a,q,, 
a , E C  to any direction C~:,'u,dlat, ,  we consider the one-parameter 
family C/' = {St],, , which is defined by St = U ,  x P1 U U ,  x P', where 
(zI ,  i r )  E U x P1 and (z,, i2) E U2 x P1 are identified if and only if 
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In  this family we have a = c = 0 (cf. Proposition 2). To calculate the seco~ld 
obstruction to extending 11, we need the following quantities: 
rn the fiber manifold we are considering, we have the following 
Lemma. If the first and second obstrr~ctions vanish, then 11 is extendible. 
Proof. Let us recall the notations for a general one-parameter family 
employed in the previous sections. Assume that the first and second ob- 
structions to extending rl in the fam~ly (17),,, vanish. Then we have vector- 
valued holo~norphic fi~nctions )I,, ,(zj) and qrjr(z,)  which satisfy the con- 
gruence 
In our case, any element of the matrix 4f,,(z,, t ) / i z ,  does not contain a 
power of t  of order greater than 1 . Moreover, the above calculation shows 
%(z, t )  that -2-qhlZ(zk) and I I ~ ~ ~ ( ~ , ~ ( Z , ,  t)) do not depend on t  , and that az, 
t ) )  qJll(&,(zX, t ) )  does not contain a power of t  of order greater 
than 2 or 1, respectively. Hence the left side of the coligrirellce (19) does 
not contain a power of r of order greater than 3. Consequently the third 
obstruction Fjk13 is identically equal to zero, and we may assume ll jr3(~,)  = 0. 
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Hence we have qk14 = 0 .  Colitinuing this, we have rl,,,,(zj) = 0, for 
1 3 Q.E.D. 
Now the condition for the vanish~ng of the first and second obstruction 
is given by ho~noget~en~rv polynolnial equations in u,'s. Helice i f  we put 
S(r l ,  ..( $,- , ,  = z,l,(tl . , t  ,>,- I )  ( t ~ 5 . . . 3 t , , l - ~ ) ~ C 1 1 1 - 1  , ~ i ? ( t ~ ,  . .., t ,,,- depends 
ol~ly on thedirection oftlievector(t,, ..., t ,,,- ,), i.e.,ontheratio (t,,: ... : t  ,,,- ,), 
C)II- 1 
and the set ( ( t ,  ,*.., I,,,- I) I ~ n ( t ~ ,  ..- t,,,- ,) = const.) fortns a cone 
(minus the vertex) in the paranleler space C'"'. From the above consid- 
eration, it is sufficient for our purpose i f  we consider the family of type 
(1 7)11, . 
l o .  The case in which 112 = 2 .  We have ditnH1(C2, 0) = 1. Froln the 
ident~ty [0(",11~] = 0( ' ) ,  we see that thi$ gives an exat~lple of 63. 
2 O .  The case in which 117 2 3 .  We cons~der the extension proble~ll for 
a vector field 11 = C'zz: a,rl, in  the family (17),,, . Put 0 = 2:;: LI,o("). 
Then the first obstruction T I  to extending tl to the C r ~ : u ,  ir/itv direction 
is given by 
(20) T t  = [O,II] = ( A N ' , T ) -  a<,  . 
Jn the above equation, A is the (112 - I )  x 4 matrix whose ( i t ,  [ I )  componeilt 
a,,, is given by 
(01- l)llv-1 3 [ L  = 1, 
I 
where we adopt a convention; O i l ,  = 0 u,,  = 0 .  0'  and z are the column 
vectors '(a,, ..., a4) and ' ( O " ' ,  ...,0""" ) ,  respectively, and (AnJ,z)  denotes 
the inner product of Aa' and .r .  Moreover, 2 ,  is the 0-cochain given by 
Hence the condition for the vanishing of the first obstruction is given by 
(22) An' = 0. 
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Now we assume the equation (22) is satisfied. Letting 5 = C:fJbaq, be 
an arbitrary vector field, the second obstruction r2 to extending q is given 
by 
= 2(Bar' + AD, r )  + coboundary. 
In the above equation, a" and b denote the column vectors t(a5,..-,a,,,+5) 
and '(b,, ..A, b,) , respectively, and B denotes the ( in - 1) x (nz + 1) matrix 
whose (v,  1,) cotnponent b,,, is given by 
Hence the second obstruclion vanishes if and only if 
(25) Ba" = - A b ,  for some b E c', 
Note that B is expressed as B = AC + B ' ,  where C denotes the 4 x  (itz + 1) 
inatrix whose (p,?.) component c,,, is given by 
( 0  . . . . . . . . . .  otherwise 
and B' denotes the ( m  - 3 )  x ( m  + 1) matrix whose (v, I,) component b:). 
is given by 
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i . . . . . . .  rrr - 1 C (u, ,  + ll,,,- 1 - tl/[ll ,,,-, . ") ?* = I f 1  + 1 p = v t  l 
From (22) and (25), the dimension d of the space of extendible vector 
fields is given by d = dimkerA + dim B-l(imA) = dim ker A f 
dim B1-'(im A). We have dim B'-'(im A )  = d i ~ n  ker B' + dim(im A n im B'). 
Hence we get the following 
Theorem. T h e  dirne~zsiorz d = d(ti) o f  tlte space of extendible holo- 
morphic vecforf ields on  C,, in the f a m i l y  (17),,, is giuerz by 
( I  = in + 5 - rank S 
where S denotes the (172- 1) x (nz + 5) ~natr ix  (A, B'). 
Thus, if we take a point t = ( t , ,  .-.,I,,,-,) different from the origin in 
the parameter space C1"-', St is given by S, = El,,(,,, , where m(u) = 
m - rank S and u is the ratio ( t ,  : .-. : t , ,_ ,) . We can determine the subset 
of the parameter space C"'-' in which the rank of S is equal to 2 as fol- 
lows. First we calculate the 3 x 3 minors of A .  
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where v ( i )  are integers such that 1 5 v( i )  5 m - 1 and we set v(i + 3) = v(i) .  
2 
= x ( v ( i ) v ( i  + 1) + \ f ( i + 2 ) ) ( ~ i v ( i ) - ,  Ll,,(i+ 1, - l L v ( ,  + 1)- 1uv(i))uv(i+2)).  
i = O  
Especially, if  v(0) = 1 ,  (29)  reduces to 
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~speciaily, if v(2) = m - 1 ,  (31) reduces to 
Lemma. Asstune A, = 0 .  
(i) i f u , = . . .  = u,  = 0 ,  then u V i 1  = 0 for 1 4  v 5 nz-2. 
(ii) if L ~ , , = . . . = u  ,,,- = 0 7  then u p - ,  = O  for 2 v 4  ~ n - 1 .  
Proof. (i) Setting v(0) = v, v(1) = v + 1 , and 42)  = v + 2 in A3 = 0 ,  
we get ( i n  - v - 1) (v + l)u;+ I = 0 .  
(ii) Setting v(0) = IJ - 2 ,  ~ ( 1 )  = v - 1 , and v(2) = v in A, = 0 ,  we get 
(v-i)(m + l-v)u;-, = 0 ,  Q.E.D. 
From (28), (29), (30) and (31) together with the above lemma, we see 
that the rank of A is equal to 2 if and only if 
On the other hand, if (32) holds, we have B' = 0 .  Hence r a n k s  = 2 i f  
and only if (32) holds. Consequently, we have C,,,-, on the cone defined 
by (32) minus the origin. 
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